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Q8 What suggestions you have for
improving this training course

Answered: 95 Skipped: 39

# Responses Date

1 Actually speaking everything is good. It would have been great if the lab was available all night especially for some
time taking process.

3/20/2016 3:16 PM

2 Add backup and restore but keeping grants for original schema (which means if you refresh from PROD to DEV, DEV
user should have access after refresh and PROD user should not have access to DEV DB).

3/18/2016 3:24 PM

3 Much more homework & assignments with no hand holding (i.e. state the goal, but not the steps to get there). Make
more use of virtualbox vm's on the student's local machines.

3/12/2016 6:54 PM

4 Increase lab access hours 1/3/2016 12:47 PM

5 Students should have an instant chat acess during the training, not only with the presenter. 10/25/2015 7:48 PM

6 Assigning HW/practice modules right from the first class would be good....database related topics, linux commands or
anything to make training more fruitful.

8/26/2015 10:13 PM

7 More Homework and Labs to reinforce topics 8/25/2015 5:03 AM

8 1. I live in Melbourne and training time start at midnight and finished at about 4:30am in the morning ... it's quite
difficult to go to work early in the morning next day. 2. Provide training notes for different operating system as well
such as MS window servers ...Suggestion is that you allow student to have access to recording sessions

8/25/2015 3:29 AM

9 Make some rules for participants to ask the questions. Keep it up. Anil 8/24/2015 1:18 PM

10 None. 8/23/2015 7:46 PM

11 Have more real world senarios to practice on lab in student own time. Feel rushed towards the end of the course. 5/31/2015 10:54 PM

12 course could have more effective if he spent additional time on explaining the processes & their significance during
DB transactions.

5/29/2015 6:36 PM

13 more lab hours 4/22/2015 1:25 PM

14 Lab access time will be 24 hours and all recording will be available after the training. 4/19/2015 9:12 PM

15 None 4/17/2015 1:56 PM

16 so far so good. 2/3/2015 10:30 PM

17 l will recommend Oracle training course to anyone who want to develop their career as a DBA. Moreover, Srini takes
his time to teach the class and always having a positive, enthusiastic and inspiring attitude.

2/3/2015 6:02 AM

18 Need more lab time. Can provide some lab time during day time as well. 1/4/2015 12:18 PM

19 No suggestion. This class is awesome. 12/2/2014 8:39 PM

20 LAB practise intervention 10/14/2014 11:33 AM

21 Expand the time to 8 weeks so that all matarials are covered. 8/29/2014 10:32 PM

22 NA 8/24/2014 7:08 PM

23 If the lab is available 24 hours it will be good. Especially true for people in EAST coast and working 8/1/2014 8:49 AM

24 advanced topics could be bit slow like performance tuning and needed more practicals in migrating 11g to 12c and
also in patch sets applying

7/31/2014 11:14 PM

25 Everyone's situation is different. For me it would have been more effective to have the lab accessible in US mornings.
But i understand that lab time has to accomodate people from all over the world.

7/31/2014 10:16 AM

26 Provide lab 24/7 so can use it other than evening or provide VM build for training at our convenient time 5/20/2014 2:03 PM

27 There should be more LAB hours considering that most of the fox are working professional. LAB hours should be
flexible and not fixed timing because during seven weeks training lot of things happened in office as well as home.

5/20/2014 11:34 AM

28 More information required on RMAN. 3/19/2014 12:00 PM
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29 Please do not change the class schedule. 3/17/2014 9:31 PM

30 Audio availability for every class. 1/1/2014 6:38 PM

31 More emphasis should be given on Performance tuning. 12/30/2013 7:36 PM

32 The training as such is very elaborate and clear... The only suggestion would be even though the trainer has a very
good knowledge, sometimes it is difficult for him to explain certain technical stuff to students who do not have the basic
awareness... Because of this the classes keeps on dragging a bit... It would be better if the students have atleast the
basic awareness of what they are going to learn... Eg. For a DBA training the students should be aware of basics in
SQL... No complaints what so ever... It was a very good session all together...

11/8/2013 10:53 PM

33 More access to lab machines More labs for performance tuning 10/22/2013 3:19 PM

34 None 10/16/2013 4:33 PM

35 Oracle 12c 10/13/2013 5:06 PM

36 None 8/12/2013 6:36 PM

37 More hours of availability for lab access. Adding diagrams of concepts in training document. 7/3/2013 10:49 AM

38 Little more interaction and spend couple of hours on resume preparation and interview perspective preparation at the
end would really help.

6/24/2013 8:33 PM

39 In the 28 years I have been in IT, this is by far the best class I have ever taken! Srini, always feel free to use me as a
reference!

6/21/2013 4:07 PM

40 compressed Time, straight definitions scenarios exercise's home work, it's ok... 6/19/2013 10:25 PM

41 Training calender, like which topic on which day, should be fixed before the start of the training course. This helps
participant to plan and prepare.

5/5/2013 10:26 PM

42 The lab access can be restricted due to security firewall issues. Need to find a way to address it. 5/1/2013 10:33 AM

43 More in depth coverage on performance tuning and RAC if possible. 4/29/2013 9:24 AM

44 extending the training period 4/27/2013 8:36 AM

45 n/a 4/26/2013 7:43 PM

46 Though there was plenty of lab time, more is always better. Would also like to see Windows specific labs if possible. 4/26/2013 11:02 AM

47 We could have more lab time. or you can let us give instruction to setup the oracle linux,oracle database in our
computer so that we can make or brake and fix the database. It would be better if you could have given just one hour
to unix. I would like to see you if you have oracle Apps too.

4/26/2013 8:44 AM

48 Longer Access to the Training Lab. (i.e. 4 weeks after the end of the course). 4/25/2013 3:27 PM

49 Include more hands on performance tuning class 4/25/2013 1:30 PM

50 The organisation of the topics is good in material , same pattern or fixed topic schedule should have been followed in
each class. The class start time and topics covered should have been fixed irrespective of any one missing the class
or joining late. Over all my suggestion is the topics should be fixed and distributed for each session with expectation
for students and also should have covered more lecture topics as part of the course instead of following up each
student which will help not to loose concentration intermittently. Srini has good knowledge on topics and all the topics
that are delivered are excellent.

3/6/2013 11:59 AM

51 I liked the training to an extent that I searched for this survey link in my email inbox and rated the questions :) More
advance topics should be included at the end

3/5/2013 9:02 PM

52 Provide a tentative schedule of topics. For each topic, reference pages in the PDF and/or references to Oracle
manuals.

3/3/2013 8:04 PM

53 powerpoint presentations (or presentation docs) with white board, instead of all white board. 3/2/2013 8:34 AM

54 not applicable 3/1/2013 9:59 PM

55 Set RAC lab environment. 3/1/2013 9:55 PM

56 none 12/24/2012 7:03 AM

57 None so far. I think the instructor was truly effective at explaining the material to someone who had no previous
background.

12/20/2012 10:43 PM
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58 Prefer to have more advanced topics taken and spent more time. 12/20/2012 10:39 PM

59 Additional lab hours, especially before the class begins. 11/15/2012 5:07 PM

60 This is an excellent training course. Srini has been the best training instructor I have ever experienced. He explains
even the most difficult topics in Oracle DBA field in a very simple way and easy to learn. His online lab facility is as
good as classroom experience, and the training material is excellent. I highly recommend this training based on my
experience.

11/8/2012 6:29 AM

61 looking for advanced practical training in RAC and Dataguard in future 11/5/2012 7:42 PM

62 Fewer training sessions per week with an overall longer duration or longer per evenings duration. 11/5/2012 12:09 PM

63 I would recommend making LAB server available before and after classes on weekdays. Its currently available after
classes only. May be 2 hrs before and 4 hrs after would be nice.

11/4/2012 11:09 AM

64 More time and lab works on RAC and Perfoemance tuning, weekend lab time should be from 2 pm to mid night. 11/4/2012 6:14 AM

65 More lab hours. That would go a long long way for future students. 11/4/2012 1:06 AM

66 10mins at the end of the class for q/a session. felt the session ended abruptly. 9/20/2012 11:20 PM

67 Longer and more convenient lab hours. 9/18/2012 6:41 AM

68 Include some training on enterprise manager as well 9/17/2012 7:00 PM

69 Lab shoud be open for an hour or two before class begins. 9/16/2012 8:18 PM

70 I think that some of the drawings and writing on the whiteboard could be done in advance somehow so we don't have
to watch the teacher writing. The other students sounded much louder than the teacher.

9/13/2012 11:52 PM

71 More question and answer sessions between the instructor and students like we did for the last RAC class. 9/13/2012 10:19 PM

72 From Database administration perspective this training was good. However, from data modeler/ data architect
perspective there is not much in this training. I am looking for a training with emphasis on database architecture,
performance tuning and tools like Toad. But this instructor made it clear in beginning that this training is purely a
database administration training. The best part of this training is lab work during class. Backup and recovery takes
almost 25% of the training, which becomes boring after some time (same topic continuously for many days) so you
might think of inserting some other topics in between.

9/13/2012 10:18 PM

73 It is really excellent. I realized that your hard work and enormous dedicated effort. Just I share with you. If you show
RAC, and Data guard, students will be happy. You don't need to make students practice, just show from your lab on
the class. 2. you can provide sample resume and sample interview questions, it will help student for their job hunting.

9/13/2012 10:10 PM

74 Sometime the talking has to be slower and louder, but specially slower. The pages that you have to study and the lab
pages for that subject need to be presented before the class that you read the material in advance and when you
revisit the training you know what material excactly you have to go through. If Lab can open one hour earlier than 2 hrs
after to help you catch up with the lab work and revisit the work. 11pm -12 am i think is not productive an duseful.

8/2/2012 7:37 AM

75 Thanks a bunch Srini for all the effort you took in providing such a wonderful training. Going at a good pace, not
rushing to finish up the course and at the same time being patient enough to make the things clear repeatedly! The
course had definitely helped me understand lots of stuff DBA wise and also real world scenarios. Again appreciate all
your help ... Thanks a lot!

8/1/2012 6:38 AM

76 More in depth in performance tuning. 7/31/2012 10:04 PM

77 Nothing I would like to change except for may be increase the course duration to 8 weeks .Would get time to read the
pdf. Srini does a great Job .He is always their when you need his help and makes you feel very comfortable and
confident.Thank you very much.

7/29/2012 11:12 AM

78 Everything looks good, May be touching few things on internal index organisation such as bitmapped, hash indices etc
would touch the index class a great deal.

7/29/2012 9:21 AM

79 Have classes only Tuesday and Thursday nights for 3 hours each. 7/28/2012 9:17 PM

80 The course is very well structured. I would probably prefer that recording be made available for 24 hrs. 6/12/2012 8:23 AM

81 The training provides a strong foundation but I would like to see more details on what problems could occur, how to
diagnose and resolve them Also the commands used in the lab needs more explanation atleast in the document, like
"why are we doing this step" and what do those individual commands really mean

6/4/2012 11:56 AM

82 I can't think of anyway to improve upon the course at this time. As to question 5 above, I could have chosen every
item as being explained very well in detail.

6/4/2012 10:40 AM
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83 lab hours was great but if its offered full time during 6-weeks it will be better bcos ppl are not going to spend time
immediately after theory but later on at their leisure.

6/4/2012 10:21 AM

84 No suggestions 6/4/2012 9:49 AM

85 I would like to see a test / quiz. It won't count for anything but then we can see how much information was retained.
Also maybe reference Oracle certified training material a little more. I know their probably are restrictions but you can
say " This material is important for the Certification test.

6/4/2012 8:37 AM

86 If there is a different timing for other country users. 6/4/2012 12:20 AM

87 None 6/3/2012 10:45 PM

88 Keep up good work 6/3/2012 9:45 PM

89 For working people, the lab hours are not friendly at all. For ET folks, it will be midnight and for CT folks, it is 11PM.
Next day we need to go to work. Increase the lab hours or extended hours on weekends. Also, provide the lab for
atleast 15 days after the course is done. This could be included in the fee. Probably different prices for different
packages. Other than lab, this course is very good.

4/16/2012 3:09 PM

90 I have following 3 recommendations: - I would like to have at least 1 or 2 more class and few more lab practice for
Performance Tuning. - Limit the 'Daily life of DBA' and 'Upgrade Class' to 1 class, instead of 3 - Add some more real
life projects ( 1 or 2 projects every weekend)

4/16/2012 9:42 AM

91 Cost is slight high...ideally it should not be more than 500 4/14/2012 6:54 AM

92 More flexible lab hours would be ideal 4/13/2012 11:27 PM

93 MORE TIME ON RAC AND SOME HANDS ON 4/13/2012 11:25 PM

94 I wished the recordings would be available to review over at least for a couple more days than what is given. I missed
a couple of points and would like to have gone back and reviewed it.

2/27/2012 3:55 PM

95 The pratical lab guide should me more in detail that includes configuring .bash_profile, explanation on basic Linux
commands that DBA should you etc.

2/27/2012 9:46 AM
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